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I. Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Fidel Marquez, Jr.  My business address is 1 Financial Plaza, 440 S. LaSalle 4 

St., Suite 3300, Chicago, Illinois  60605. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as its Senior Vice 7 

President, Customer Operations. 8 

B. Purposes of Testimony 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to describe the types of Advanced Metering 11 

Infrastructure (“AMI”) projects that can be provided to customers under ComEd’s 12 

alternative regulation proposal and describe the benefits that such projects can bring to 13 

customers.  As Dr. Hemphill (ComEd Ex. 1.0) testifies, under that proposal, ComEd’s 14 

AMI implementation plan will be filed with the Illinois Commerce Commission 15 

(“Commission” or “ICC”) after ComEd and stakeholders have had the opportunity to 16 

examine the results of the current AMI Pilot and the report of the Illinois Statewide Smart 17 

Grid Collaborative (“ISSGC”), and after the conclusion of the Commission’s upcoming 18 

Smart Grid policy docket.   19 

C. Background and Qualifications 20 

Q. What are your duties as ComEd’s Senior Vice President, Customer Operations? 21 
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A. I am responsible for overseeing all customer support functions, including customer field 22 

operations (installing, maintaining, and reading meters), the customer contact centers, 23 

customer financial operations (billing and revenues, including credit and collection 24 

activities), strategies and support (centralized support for all customer operations 25 

departments, including business planning, project management, maintenance of our 26 

Customer Information Management System (“CIMS”), and escalated customer 27 

complaints), and regulatory-related projects. 28 

Q. What is your professional background? 29 

A. Prior to my current appointment, I served as Vice President of External Affairs and Large 30 

Customer Services for ComEd.  In that role, I was responsible for overall leadership and 31 

relationship management with the City of Chicago and over 400 municipalities in 32 

northern Illinois, as well as community and civic organizations within the ComEd service 33 

territory.  I also previously served as ComEd’s Vice President of Transmission and 34 

Substation Operations.  35 

Prior to that, I spent more than two years as Senior Vice President of Electric 36 

Transmission & Distribution for the City Public Service Board in San Antonio, Texas, 37 

overseeing the planning, design, construction and maintenance operation of the 38 

transmission and distribution systems. 39 

Before going to San Antonio, I served as the Director of Transmission Operations 40 

at ComEd. I was team lead of the Operations Working Group on the Regional 41 

Transmission Organization (“RTO”) development effort and worked on the 42 

Unicom/PECO Merger Integration Team for transmission management and transmission 43 

& substation processes.  In addition, I managed the development of the Power Exchange 44 
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in Illinois in support of retail open access and energy market development and served as 45 

executive staff and financial coordinator for transmission and distribution. 46 

I am a member of the boards of trustees / directors for BUILD, Inc; the Illinois 47 

Math and Science Academy; the National Museum of Mexican Art; Luna Negra Dance 48 

Theater; and Easter Seals of Metropolitan Chicago; and the Alumni board of the Illinois 49 

Institute of Technology. 50 

Q. Please briefly describe your educational background. 51 

A. I received my master’s degree in Business Administration from Northwestern University 52 

in 1999.  I also received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in electrical engineering from 53 

the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1983 and 1990, respectively. 54 

II. Scope of AMI Projects  55 

Q. Why are AMI projects being included in ComEd’s alternative regulation proposal? 56 

A. It will benefit customers.  The alternative regulation proposal provides a mechanism to 57 

move forward promptly with cost-effective AMI technologies.  Upon the completion of 58 

the AMI Pilot, the ISSGC, and the Commission’s policy docket, customers will benefit 59 

more quickly from improved reliability, improved energy efficiency, and hopefully lower 60 

energy costs if a an implementation and cost recovery mechanism is already in place.  I 61 

further discuss all the potential benefits in Section III of my testimony.    62 

Q. Can you describe the types of AMI projects that could be proposed under ComEd’s 63 

Alternative Regulation plan after completion of the AMI Pilot, the ISSGC process, 64 

and the Smart Grid policy docket? 65 
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A. Yes.  I can describe basic components that are likely to be part of any next step in the 66 

AMI arena.  Those components would include deploying additional meters to (1) 67 

maximize ComEd’s operating efficiencies; (2) empower customers through energy 68 

information; (3) implement cost-beneficial Customer Applications; (4) pilot an AMI - 69 

Outage Management System (“OMS”) Interface; and (5) support other Smart Grid 70 

projects, such as Dynamic Voltage Regulation (“DVR”), solar, and electric vehicles.  The 71 

specifics, however, will depend upon the results of the AMI Pilot, the ISSGC, and the 72 

ICC policy docket, as well as our cost-benefit analyses.   73 

A. AMI Meters and Customer Applications 74 

Q. Can you briefly describe ComEd’s existing AMI Pilot? 75 

A. Yes.  In Docket No. 09-0263, the Commission approved a pilot deployment of 131,000 76 

AMI meters to evaluate the operational benefits and costs of AMI meters deployed 77 

throughout the ComEd system and to test and measure the appeal and impact of advanced 78 

rate designs combined with information tools.  The AMI technology solution includes a 79 

two-way secure network communications with time-of-use measurement and provides 80 

support for 30-minute interval data collection, outage management, web presentment of 81 

usage, in home presentment of usage, remote disconnection of power, voltage 82 

measurement, on-demand reads, tamper detection, and bi-directional metering.  In order 83 

to evaluate the full potential of these capabilities, the pilot also includes a number of new 84 

IT tools, including the AMI Head-end system, Customer Web Presentment1, Meter Data 85 

                                                 
1 Customer Web Presentment is a web portal designed to show customers their usage. 
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Management System, Web Presentment2, and Business Process Management Suite, 86 

which were integrated with ComEd’s existing Asset Management System, Customer 87 

Information Management System, CEDAR3, OMS, and Customer Data Warehouse.  88 

These IT tools were essential to capture AMI data automatically and deliver it to 89 

ComEd’s systems, to generate monthly bills, to show customers their usage, to present 90 

data and workflows to employees, to track and manage assets, to communicate with 91 

meters in real-time and to update ComEd backend systems. 92 

The Commission also approved a pilot of various customer applications and 93 

advanced rate designs made possible by the AMI technology.  A key feature of AMI is 94 

that it provides customers, as well as ComEd, with far more granular energy use data on a 95 

near real-time basis.  That data, when combined with pricing and technology options that 96 

enable customers to take advantage of it, can trigger changes in the level and shape of 97 

customer loads and in the cost of electricity they consume.  As a result, ComEd proposed 98 

and the Commission approved as part of the AMI Pilot a study of customer applications 99 

that will provide valuable information not only about operational costs and benefits of 100 

AMI technology, but also about how customers can use AMI technologies to conserve 101 

energy, save money, and benefit the environment. 102 

Q. What does ComEd anticipate the next steps would be?   103 

A. The purpose of the AMI Pilot is to allow the Commission to determine the extent to 104 

which AMI technology can be deployed to ComEd’s customers in a cost-effective and 105 

                                                 
2 Web Presentment is a web portal for ComEd employees, such as customer service representatives and dispatchers, 
to ping meters to receive real-time demand information from meters. 
3 Chronological Energy and Demand Activity Repository (“CEDAR”) is the custom usage calculation system used 
by Customer Information Management System (“CIMS”). 
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cost-beneficial manner.  ComEd anticipates that an expanded deployment of AMI 106 

technology, including up to 190,000 additional meters, and an expanded deployment of 107 

those customer applications that succeed during the AMI Pilot may be found to be cost-108 

beneficial.  As I said, exactly which customer applications and technologies will be found 109 

cost-beneficial and subsequently proposed cannot be finally determined until (1) the AMI 110 

Pilot and its evaluation have been completed; (2) the ISSGC has completed its report; and 111 

(3) the Smart Grid policy docket initiated by the Commission and the Commission issues 112 

an order.   113 

B. Outage Management System Integration 114 

Q. What is OMS? 115 

A. OMS is the system by which ComEd detects electrical outages, receives information as to 116 

the extent of the outages, prioritizes restoration efforts, and manages resources to restore 117 

service.   118 

Q. Is ComEd currently evaluating how to retrieve outage management data through 119 

AMI? 120 

A. Yes.  As part of the AMI Pilot, ComEd is evaluating two areas where data will be 121 

tracked, including: (1) the number of reduced single outage dispatches (where one 122 

customer is reporting loss of power); and (2) the number of avoided phone calls and trips 123 

to verify power has been restored.  This information will help us evaluate how to design 124 

the integration of the AMI system with the OMS system and the priority order of the 125 

integration effort based on the benefits to customers. 126 
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III. Potential Benefits of AMI Project 127 

Q. How will customers benefit from the types of AMI deployments ComEd anticipates 128 

proposing? 129 

A. Expanded AMI deployment has significant benefits, including improved customer 130 

operations, improved customer service, improved power reliability, improved system 131 

performance, better information about energy use, and expanded opportunities for energy 132 

efficiency, effective demand response, and better-controlled electric costs.  Customers 133 

will be able to learn more about and better manage their energy use, reduce the cost of 134 

energy, and facilitate other valuable applications (e.g., customer-owned generation, 135 

energy efficient appliances, electric cars).   136 

Q. Are there additional customer benefits that flow from AMI-OMS integration in 137 

particular? 138 

A. Yes.  ComEd will gain real time information on customer status, day or night.  This 139 

information will allow for better outage analysis and more effective crew deployment, 140 

thus decreasing the length of outages.  Further, AMI will allow ComEd to determine, 141 

when it restores an area, if there are any customers still without power without having to 142 

contact the customer for confirmation.  This improves our restoration time and customer 143 

satisfaction. 144 

Other potential benefits include the ability to leverage AMI meters to “check” on 145 

the neighbors near a reported outage to escalate service restoration, if the neighbors are 146 

found to be without power, or send notification to the customer if they are found to 147 

actually have power.  This sort of information will allow ComEd and the customer to 148 

determine the source of the problem quicker and speed the restoration process.  Also, by 149 
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allowing Customer Service Representatives, or our automated voice response unit 150 

(“VRU”), to perform an on-demand power status check, we will be able to provide initial 151 

troubleshooting while the customer is still on the phone with us that will speed the 152 

identification of the problem, and improve customer satisfaction.   153 

Further, with some basic power quality measurement features, AMI would 154 

generate supporting data to help investigate power disturbances reported by larger 155 

commercial and industrial customers.  The meters would capture and store temporary loss 156 

of power and/or low and high voltage readings along with date and time of the 157 

occurrence.  This will help distinguish issues that are on the customer-side of the meter 158 

versus the ComEd-side of the meter.  It will also help ComEd assess what may have 159 

happened on its system during that same time period. 160 

Q. What are the benefits that ComEd will likely experience as a result of broader AMI 161 

deployment? 162 

A. ComEd also anticipates that it will experience operational and energy savings as a result 163 

of the AMI Project, although how large they are will likely be dependent on the size and 164 

scope of the deployment. 165 

Q. Can you explain the operational savings that ComEd will likely experience as a 166 

result of the AMI Project? 167 

A. Yes.  First, an automated meter reading process would lead to cost savings in meter 168 

reading and clerical labor, supervision and management, benefits/pensions/incentives, 169 

vehicles and fuel, avoided fleet capital expenditures for replacement vehicles, office and 170 
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reimbursed expenses, injuries and damages, training costs and recruitment test costs, 171 

materials, and overtime. 172 

Second, there would likely be long-term cost savings associated with the call 173 

center.  However, ComEd’s call center may experience short-term increase in call 174 

volumes as more detailed usage information becomes available to customers.  Over time, 175 

it is expected that call volumes resulting from more accurate meter reads and fewer 176 

estimated bills will ultimately decline.  The availability of more timely and more granular 177 

levels of usage information on a self-service basis or through the call center 178 

representatives is also likely to long-term costs.  Further, as customers have access to 179 

more information and become more educated about their electric usage, they may refer to 180 

their available usage data on-line rather than call in to question the monthly usage from 181 

their bills. 182 

Third, the increased meter reading percentage along with the improved meter 183 

reading quality may reduce the number of corrected bills that need to be issued, both 184 

manually generated and automatically generated by ComEd’s billing system.   185 

Fourth, there may be a potential costs savings relating to meter operations 186 

including avoided labor costs of manual disconnect and reconnect of customers moving 187 

in and out of their premises, and with respect to field meter tests associated with high bill 188 

investigations.   189 

Fifth, there is a potential for cost savings associated with unnecessary trips to 190 

investigate non-storm outage calls that turn out to be false.   191 
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Finally, other benefits likely include impacts on safety incidences, responsible 192 

vehicle accidents, and CO2 emissions resulting from fewer trips by meter readers and 193 

energy technicians. 194 

Q. What are the energy savings that can result from AMI deployment? 195 

A. Through the deployment of additional AMI meters, ComEd will likely be able to reduce 196 

its electricity purchases and/or the amount of the Purchase Electricity Adjustment as a 197 

result of reduced amounts of unbilled energy and unaccounted-for energy.  Unbilled 198 

energy relates to the continued usage on a meter where a customer has terminated service 199 

but electricity is still flowing to the residence or business.  Unaccounted for energy is 200 

associated with under-recording (i.e., slow) meters, stopped meters and tampered meters.  201 

I understand that this can affect the determination of ComEd’s rates, particularly supply-202 

related charges ultimately benefitting customers.  203 

Also, it is not currently economical to manually disconnect service to every 204 

customer who cancels his or her electric service with ComEd (i.e., when a customer 205 

moves to a new location within or outside of ComEd’s service territory) only to turn 206 

service back on for the next customer.  At the same time, disconnecting service for every 207 

customer who cancels electric service would significantly reduce the amount of unbilled 208 

usage.  AMI meters will allow ComEd to discontinue service when a customer terminates 209 

their account and reestablish service when a new customer arrives, efficiently, safely, and 210 

economically.  Further, the automated communication features of the AMI meters will 211 

detect temporary or permanent loss of power associated with a meter tamper event, which 212 

potentially will allow ComEd to identify the situation and remedy it more quickly, 213 
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thereby avoiding the need to purchase more energy due to theft, the cost of which is 214 

borne to some extent by customers.  215 

Additionally, solid-state meters are more reliable and potentially more accurate 216 

than the current electromechanical meters.  This should also reduce un-metered energy 217 

costs. 218 

Q. Are these among the benefits being assessed in the AMI Pilot? 219 

A. Yes.  Once the AMI Pilot is concluded and evaluated, ComEd will have a better 220 

understanding of all of these benefits.  The completion of the AMI Pilot and its 221 

evaluation is one of the criteria to be met before ComEd commences this project. 222 

Q. Would customers gain additional benefits from these efficiencies under the 223 

Alternative Regulation proposal? 224 

A. Yes.  To the extent that operational or energy savings reduce ComEd’s AMI O&M costs 225 

in the short-term, those savings can be reflected in the proposed O&M budget for 226 

expanded AMI deployment.  This is in addition to, the 5% O&M credit included in the 227 

proposal.  To the extent savings are realized in the long-term, customers will receive the 228 

benefit of those savings in future base rate or alternative regulation proceedings. 229 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 230 

A. Yes.  231 


